






What is ‘Accelerate!’?
What is it?
• A 45-minute interactive science show about particle & 

accelerator physics
Who funds it?
• Funded July 2008, STFC (UK) Small Award for Public 

Engagement
• £7898 over 2 years
Who runs it?
• Set up in 2007 between Oxford Physics (Suzie 

Sheehy – PhD student and Prof. Brian Foster - head 
of Particle Physics) and CERN (Emmanuel Tsesmelis
- Directorate Office)

• Run by Suzie Sheehy + team of ~20 volunteers 
(mostly Oxford Physics PhD students)

Who presents it?
• Around 10 Oxford Physics graduate students (+2 

undergrads) who are trained in presenting style, 
safety etc… as part of program



Show Numbers: 
(since launch event, Dec. 2008)

School shows: 32
Audience total = 3028

Public shows: 3
Audience total = 385

Teacher shows: 3
Audience total = 130

TOTAL = 3543
Projected total at 31/7/2010 = ~4500

Venues:
Shows in Oxford: 16
Manchester (Big Bang Fair): 8
Nearby (Oxfordshire): 3
Leeds/York: 6
Kent: 2
Leicester: 2
London: 1



Evaluation (489 respondents):
92.2% said the show was fun

91.4% viewed the presenters as role models

89.4% who weren’t interested in physics said they were more interested after watching the 
show

We believe we have achieved:
• Public & schools engagement in PP & Accel Phys.
• Science communication skills for grad students
• Example of collaborative outreach program
• Set of demonstrations & ideas for outreach in future 

– Van de Graff, CLIC RF cavity, levitating superconductor, giant beach 
ball ‘wave’, plasma ball & fluoro tube etc…





Learning with ATLAS at CERN



Ideas for 3 Scenarios took shape

Identifying particles & their 
properties in detectors

An inquiry based learning scenario – for able A Level students 
who have recently studied the particle physics content

-an extension & enhancement
or

use as a practice for synoptic questions at the end of the 
course

Time estimate/suggestion: ½ hr intro in one lesson + 
homework + 1 ½ hrs next lesson 

Practicing Physics Principles & 
Ideas with ATLAS at the Large 

Hadron Collider at CERN
An inquiry based learning scenario – for able GCSE Level 

students who have completed some of the basic units
-revision of ideas and an extension & enhancement

or

For A Level students at the start of their course / prior to 
particle physics module to practice calculations, powers of 10 

etc
or

A possible activity to prepare for a visit to CERN etc

Time estimate/suggestion: ½ hr intro in one lesson + 
homework + 1 ½ hrs next lesson 

Particle Physics Experiment – University Laboratory    (Minerva)

In this experiment you will be visualizing events similar to those that will be seen in ATLAS, which is a
particle physics experiment at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. The ATLAS detector will search for
new discoveries in the head-on collisions of protons of extraordinarily high energy. ATLAS will search
for new particles and learn about the basic forces that have shaped our Universe since the beginning of
time and that will determine its fate. Among the possible unknowns that will be probed are the origin
of mass, extra dimensions of space, microscopic black holes, and evidence for dark matter candidates 
in the Universe.[2]

For schools (Minerva)

For schools





Industry Day - outreach to companies
Exhibition to raise awareness in the industrial sector of 
research and technology from the University of 
Glasgow.   
Two of the fifteen stands were from particle physics: 
Particle physics detector technology and distributed 
computing.
109 companies visited and discussed opportunities for 
industrial applications and collaboration.

Quanta to Cosmos - outreach to people
A new adult education course given in spring 2010
Ten 2-hour evening classes
Delivered jointly by particle physicists and astronomers
Participants aged 30 – 70
Well-attended and well-received





Particle Physics Sixth Form Seminar, November 2009
100 A-level students attended an afternoon of four lectures  

This is the third year we have run this event.  

Physics Teacher Seminar on Particle Physics and String Theory, March 2010
Series of evening seminars for teachers.
Two talks from researchers with plenty of opportunity for teachers 
to discuss what ideas can be communicated in schools. 
This is carried out in a relaxed atmosphere with food and wine available.

Feedback
The feedback from students and teachers has been excellent.
“I really enjoyed listening to real experts in particle physics, 

and the way they freely spoke to the crowd.”
Since the events for students we have been contacted by two schools 

to say that some of their students are planning to study physics at university
and cited the Sixth Form Seminar or Masterclass as what had influenced them.









University 
Birmingham



Transportable spark chamber: 
designed by final year undergraduates 



“Have spark chamber – will travel” : 
visits to about 20 schools per year since 2002



Or  http://www.lhcsound.moonfruit.com/







Summary

• Only a few examples included
(apologies for all I have missed!)

• Many outreach activities now student led
• Very wide age range attracted to talks

• Next big challenge – Maintain interest in 
LHC through the pre-discovery phase!
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